Racing Spirit Clothing by OMP

Visit our website for the entire collection: PegasusAutoRacing.com/RacingSpirit

Polos, Hoodies, Jackets, Hats, and Tees with designs from mild to wild

Beta Tools Storage Systems

Beta Tools C53 CargoEvolution Wall Cabinet
Part No. BT-053000001 ............... $947.55
Tools and hooks sold separately

Beta Tools C25 TANK Trolley
Part No. BT-025000007 ............... $815.85
Tools sold separately

Beta Tools C57 Mastercargo Wall Cabinet
Part No. BT-057000020 ............. $1,504.44
Tools and hooks sold separately

Prices shown are current as of “April 21, 2020”.

Niki Lauda with Beta C53 Cabinet, 1976

Vittorio Brambilla and crew with Beta C25 “TANK” Trolley, 1974

Porsche GT3 Cup mechanics trackside with Beta C57P Cabinets, 2013